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1 > DESCRIPTION:
With TotApp you can have a FaceCam and manage a webcam from within the application so that users can
take pictures and video clips and, if they wish, print them, upload them to social networks or send them via
email.
Facecam aims is to present a friendly and easy-to-interact interface, simple to use by any user type. In
addition, with TotApp you can customize Facecam environment with which users interact.
An example using TotApp Facecam PLUGIN can be an interactive kiosk located in a public place such as
weddings, supermarkets, events or a show where users can take a photo and / or video and, as we discussed
above, print it, upload it to social networks or send it via email.

2 > WORKSPACE FINISHED EXAMPLE WITH FACECAM:
We begin with an explanation about how to download a Demo content containing the Facecam that is already
finished to see the result directly.
You can find Facecam Demo content in the Workspace called SELFIE MACHINE.
Once in main Administration panel you can download it by going to WORKSPACE/DOWNLOAD DEMO
WORKSPACE button.

You will see all demo content from different projects.
Press SELFIE MACHINE project and then DOWNLOAD button.

When downloading this SELFIE MACHINE content, you have a finished project and to see the results, just go
to VIEWER button.
Once you have pressed VIEWER button, Facecam HOME page will
appear and you will have to press "Photo & Video" button and then
"Declare & Accept" button to accept the conditions and proceed
with the photo or video
Then you will be presented with some photo frames types from which
to choose and, once selected, you can take the photo by clicking
"Photo" button.
This photo will be saved on your PC automatically in the path:
C:\Users\utente\Documents\Dropbox\Totapp\foto
Once the photo is taken, you will be asked if you like or dislike it.
If not, you will have to press NO button and will start a new attempt.
If yes, you will press YES button and then you will have different
options like print it, send it by email or upload it to social networks.

As we have commented, it will be easier for you if you work on this project already done and make the
modifications that you want.
Anyway, in the next point we will explain how to create this project from the beginning, creating a Playlist
that contains Facecam PLUGIN. Let's see below.

3 > CREATING A NEW WORKSPACE WITH FACECAM:
Unlike in previous example in which we explained how the Facecam works in an already finished project, at
this point we will see how to create this project from the beginning.
To start a project or Workspace containing the Facecam we must create a Playlist that contains it inside.
(If you do not know how to create a Playlist or a project you can see complete TotApp manual).
Go to PLAYLIST / EDIT button.

Once in Playlist editing panel, we will upload all files that we will use to make our project.
To do this, press IMAGE / + button and upload all files on your PC.
Note that the Images that we upload to LIBRARY with "+" button are those with which we will edit the
Home page and the Playlist created, that is, those are TotApp images.
We will see later where Facecam images are placed.

Once we have uploaded the files to be used in our project, we placed the background image that will go as
Background on the HOME page.

Afterwards, we will create a Playlist called "Take a Photo" that will appear on the Home page and we will
edit its content by placing, a background image and an icon image, for now.

Once the first Playlist is created we will create a second Playlist called "Declare" and we will edit it by
placing a background image and an icon image.

Then, we will go to PLUGIN button, we will insert the Facecam (called Webcam Full) into this Playlist and we
will mark "Directly open the single Playlist content" box so that when the user clicks on "Declare and
Accept" button the Facecam will be opened directly to take the photo.

Then double click on Facecam icon to edit its content.
And we will place an icon image for the Facecam icon.

Note that previously uploaded images in the LIBRARY with "+" button are TotApp images and Facecam
images are in "Edit webcam assets" folder.

In which we will click to search images and edit Facecam environment.

These images can be uploaded or modified according to the user's fancy.

If we drag down Facecam editor we will be able to continue editing its content.
Images can be inserted as a photo frames.
Photo frames are predetermined images that we have created and then uploaded them to TotApp, which
frames the photo that is taken by the user to give different view formats and between which the user can
choose before making that photo or video.
These photos will be placed in "Webcam frames" box:

In addition, once the photo has been taken, you can give the user the option to choose between, send it by
email (Send mail request picture), share it on Facebook (Share with Facebook) or Twitter (Share with
Twitter), print it (Pint picture) Or activate a form to save user data (Send Form).

Finally, we will introduce the Playlist called "Declare", which is the one containing the Facecam, inside the
"Take a photo" Playlist.

To see the results, press SAVE & EXIT button.

And we go to VIEWER button in the Administration panel to see the results.

